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  The Castle ‘Motte’ & ‘The Castle Bailey’    ‘Castle Weir Farm’.   The Castle Ward / Weor & The House and grounds. 

 
 View from the old ‘Kington to Eardisley Railway’station (1874), Lyonshall looking over ‘The Broad Meadow’. 

 

Springtime!  And no amount of “doom and gloom” can stop it!  Of course, if you live in the 

middle of London and even your local park is closed, you might not take much notice of 

Spring but those of us who are fortunate enough to live in rural Herefordshire are enjoying 

the sunshine, the greening of the trees, flowers and birdsong as much as ever -- or maybe 

even more than ever, partly because the awful rain has stopped and the floods have 

subsided and partly because, in the face of adversity, humour and light-heartedness have 

burgeoned.  

Good word, that – “burgeon ” – perfect for Spring with its hint of buds and blossom as well 

as simple growth!  So let us record March and head into April with a merry verse from our 

childhood: 

“The Spring has sprung, 

The grass has riz, 

I wonder where the birdie is? 

The little bird is on the wing. 

But that’s absurd! 

The wing is on the little bird”. 
  By that prolific author:  Anon. 

Silly - but it has been making me smile for ‘Donkey’s ears ’, so why not now! 

Fauna 

 

Mammals 

And while I’m on the subject of literary memories from my childhood, readers born before 

the advent of political correctness may recall the stories of Uncle Remus,  writer of funny 

and uplifting little allegories about “Brer Rabbit”, a Rabbit who outwitted his enemy “Brer 

Fox ”.  Well, in Lyonshall Rabbits are abundant this March and the Fox is nowhere to be 

seen! The Rabbit below had obviously read “Brer Rabbit and the Briar Patch”, having chosen 

to sunbathe on this giant heap... 

 
 



Another uplifting story about a Lyonshall mammal – I am assured that the Nurseries’ one-

eyed Hedgehog has survived the winter and it is about to be ‘re-homed’ with great care.  

Finally, walking my dog on the last day of the month I thought I saw, out of the corner of my 

eye, movement on the trunk of a big Sycamore tree.  I had just decided it must be some 

little bird, perhaps a tree-creeper, when the tiniest Grey Squirrel I have ever seen ran up to a 

high bough and leapt from tree to tree along the bare branches at great speed, apparently 

enjoying itself although it was all alone. It must have been one of this year’s kits and 

perhaps an “only child” – not unknown among squirrels although litters of three or four are 

more usual:  And that, too, was uplifting... 

No other local mammal news this month, except for the inevitable Sheep.  While lambs are a 

welcome sign of the season, their mothers add to “the gaiety of nations” just by being 

“Sheep” ! I am indebted to friends in Holme Marsh for this picture of a flock of Ewes 

somewhat puzzled by the lack of human activity other than the occasional lone walker! 

 

 
‘An appreciative audience’?  © Sally B.  

Birds 

There is something both satisfying and irritating about having findings based on 

observation and common sense confirmed by scientific research!  I shall quote from one 

such “discovery” as reported in The Times on March 6th: 

 

Ponds boost birdlife 

Restoring farm ponds that have become overgrown could help birds as well as wetland 

wildlife, research suggests. Many ponds have been filled in or left unmanaged but twice as 

many bird species and three times as many birds in total were seen at restored ponds in 

Norfolk compared with overgrown ones, University College London found. 

 

Who knew!  Lyonshall has/had a very large number of ponds but most of them are now in a 

state of dereliction.  I keep a particular eye on the largest of them, the Upper Fishpool, 

which until a few years ago had a full complement of wildlife including Kingfishers, 

Moorhens, Mallards and Herons which have all disappeared.  At this time of year I would 

once have been counting Moorhen chicks.  Eight years ago the Tramway Pool was home to a 

pair of Swans which flew over the village from time to time but it is inaccessible and there 

have been no reported sightings so probably they too have moved on.  I have not seen any 

water birds at Lynhales Pool, lovely though it is. Apart from the skein of Geese which I saw 

in January on their way from who-knows-where to who-knows-where-else and a solitary 

Moorhen seen crossing the A44 at Penrhos last year, the still-water birds seem to have left 

Lyonshall.  Please, someone, tell me I’m wrong! 

 

The effect of the ponds on the usual land-based birds is more difficult to gauge. Our local 

Great Spotted Woodpecker has abandoned his previous nest-hole in a tree stump by the 

pool in favour of an old Field Maple some short distance away but that may not be 

significant. Some species are thriving here as elsewhere, helped by the mild winter.  For 

example there are Blackbirds a-plenty which seem remarkably unconcerned about nearby 

humans or even their dogs.  



There are also lots of Magpies – to be duly acknowledged by the superstitious “just in case” 

– from one end of the Parish to the other.  Long-tailed Tits, Coal Tits and Wrens are growing 

in number (a fact confirmed by the RSPB); but the RSPB state that Song Thrushes are in 

decline, which doesn’t seem to be true in our bit of Herefordshire. In addition to the dawn 

chorus birds can be heard at almost any time of day when the sun is out. Robins sing at 

every opportunity, unless fighting, of course!  We have no shortage of Sparrows, Dunnocks 

and Great Tits and the hedgerows are noisy with their twittering.  Also noisy are the 

Jackdaws – a pair are eyeing up possible nesting sites and seem to be choosing a spot on 

the building site next door, which is much better for us than last year’s choice of our 

chimney!  I have a nasty feeling that the one which imitates a ‘barking terrier’ is still around. 

 

 
 

Among the raptors, the Penrhos Sparrow Hawk has been seen again, a Red Kite has been 

circling over the fields near The Ovals and Buzzards often dominate the skies. Lyonshall has 

at least one pair of Tawny Owls, probably at least two more, who can sometimes be heard 

during the day, as well as at night. And one fine night in late March the Tawny Owls’ calls 

were interspersed with another strange sound – softer than a Barn Owl’s screech or a 

Vixen’s scream but not melodic, a bit like the squeak of a swinging door. Any suggestions? 

 

 
Abandoned nest taken on by Owls? 

The occupant of the large nest above, only visible when there are no leaves on the trees and 

quite unreachable, may or may not be an Owl.  We cannot even be sure that it’s a “new 

build” so we may never know.  But many birds are now nesting and reports are coming in of 

birds carrying twigs or wool.  If you can bear to let your straggly hedge stay untidy for 

another four or five months please leave it untrimmed so as not to disturb the birds. It’s a 

first-class excuse for procrastination. 

 

Last bit of useless information on the subject of birds – did you know that March 10th was 

the “Egg Moon”, the day on which hens “officially” start to lay?  Our hens obligingly got into 

the mood a bit earlier!  Note:  We use the old English names for Full Moons unlike The BBC. 

 

Insects 

Hibernating houseflies responded to the warmer weather and gnats have been swarming on 

dry evenings but otherwise the March insect count was unremarkable except for some bees 

and butterflies. Most of the bees seen were Buff-tailed Bumblebees, the first of which 

appeared quite early in the month. However other Honey Bees appeared during the sunniest 

hours to feed from the plentiful crocus flowers. 

 



 
Buff tailed Bumble Bee feeding. 

The butterflies came later – just two, or perhaps three, solitary insects. The first sighting 

was unquestionably a yellow ‘Brimstone’ butterfly, seen fluttering in the sunshine for over 

an hour one morning, never settling but unmistakable in shape and colour. The second was 

a Peacock Butterfly, seen for three days in a row on the Aubrietia and Heather at the Garden 

Centre. And the third: It flitted past briefly, apparently all black, and my initial reaction was 

that it might be a Red Admiral but it could equally well have been the Peacock in a different 

location. These are very early days for butterflies but they augur well for later in the year. 

According to the charity Butterfly Conservation  2019 saw an upturn in British butterfly 

numbers across most species which they attribute principally to better agri-environment 

schemes, increased woodland and climate warming – encouraging news. 

 

Amphibians, Fish and Reptiles 

No sightings and no reports received this month – we’ll hope for more in April. 

 

Flora 

Footpaths are Lyonshall’s “pride and joy”!  In these days of “social distancing” you can stroll 

along them in peaceful solitude, secure in the knowledge that, wherever you choose, you are 

unlikely to be within two metres – or even twenty metres – of anyone else at all! And they 

are far from the sterile paths and pavements of busier areas – look at these local scenes, 

“The Primrose Path” and “By Lynhales Pool”:  All taken from Highways or ‘Permissive Paths’.  

 

            
Primrose Path © Kate Lomax        ‘Lynhales Pool’ [March] & Bridleway / Permissive Path LZ 4. © Isobel H. 

 

I think the best of our wildflower photos are taken while walking for pleasure (with or 

without dogs) so please continue to take your camera/camera-phone with you! 

 

Small plants  

March was a glorious month for Primroses in the wild this year. Our unusual White Dog-

violets have also proliferated but to date not one purple Violet has been reported. If it’s 

purple you’re after our footpaths and hedgerows can offer Purple Deadnettle (Lamium 

purpureum) and Purple Bush Vetch (Vicia sepium), both common but no less welcome for 

that.  I can offer no folklore or alternative names for either of those plants and, so far as I’m 

aware, the Deadnettle is only so-called because its leaves, though similar in shape to a 

nettle’s, have no sting so brewing up a concoction of Deadnettle for your enemies is a 

complete waste of time! 

 



       
                ‘ White violets’.                                          ‘Purple Vetch’.                                  ‘Deadnettle’. 

I did, however, receive a photo this March of a Bulrush (Typha latifolia) just starting to 

sprout. It was growing on a muddy bank in ‘Lynhales Pool’ but there are definitely others 

growing in the silt in the Upper Fishpool too – they have grown there in profusion for years. 

 

 
 ‘Bulrush’ © Kate L. 

 

Bulrushes (Reed-maces) are not uncommon in shallow, still pools and make dramatic 

displays in the home, until they disintegrate, if they can be picked safely in autumn. They 

have a number of regional names of which my favourite is “Holy Pokers” (from Devon) and 

like many distinctive plants they have evoked “mixed reviews”.  But in the hard-headed 

world of Science there is some evidence that they help to reduce water pollution by 

removing a range of contaminants from lead pollution, “highway runoff” and “urban 

wastewater”.  Research on this is still under way by serious scientists and recent run-off 

issues in Lyonshall suggest this could be worth investigation in order to protect our rivers. 

 

Plants such as crocuses, daffodils and tulips were also at their best in March. The garden 

flower/wild flower cross-over is becoming ever more apparent and I, for one, would neither 

uproot an attractive wildflower from my garden nor complain about daffodils that have 

strayed into the fields. Other people may be more fussy! 

 

And talking of which... 

 

I was surprised and delighted to see a very beautiful ‘Mahonia’ flowering in a local hedge a 

long way from any habitation this month! I have no idea how it got there but long may it 

survive! 

 

Trees and shrubs 

Flowers or leaves first?  No doubt Nature had her reasons for deciding which should come 

first in each species. The Alder and Hazel catkins, for example, are over but their leaves are 

only just beginning to break. Ash and Aspen flowers are just coming out on some trees but 

there is no sign of leaves yet. The Blackthorn is in full flower but leafless whereas the 

Hawthorn with which it is so easily confused is coming into leaf but its flowers are a few 

weeks away yet. 

 



 
 The first ‘Blackthorn’ blossom. 

 

I have been told of a Birch “just breaking its shiny green leaves” so went out to look more 

closely at my own Birch trees. The leaves are barely detectable and I suspect it is going to 

“do its own thing” and produce leaves and catkins simultaneously! There are fat leaf buds on 

the Sycamores but none yet on the Oaks.  One way or another, March was a busy month for 

trees but April is likely to be busier and the flower-versus-leaf race will become clearer, 

although the reason behind it remains, as ever, a mystery.                                                                     

.  Hopefully someone with more detailed knowledge of trees will enlighten me. 

 

Fungi, Moss and Lichens 

I have put fungi, moss and lichens into the same sub-section this month for the sole, 

unscientific reason that I saw all three together on a fallen log, illuminated by a sudden 

shaft of early-morning sunlight. In that light, and with a soft green mossy background, even 

the familiar “Judas’ Ear” fungus no longer looked ugly! 

 

                        
                            “Judas’ Ear” Fungus {Edible} on mossy log.                         ‘Cone cap’ Fungus {Don’t Eat!}. 
 

The only “new” fungus seen this month we have identified as a ‘Common Cone cap’ 

(Conocybe tenera). Three or four of this quite small delicate fungus were growing sedately in 

the compost round a recently-planted Clematis, which ties in perfectly with the description 

of its preferred medium – “disturbed nutrient-rich soil”. It is an attractive deep tan colour on 

both cap and gills and actually quite decorative while it lasts. Opinion is divided as to 

whether it is actually poisonous or simply “inedible” but there is general agreement that it’s 

not worth picking!  If you do – “Wash Your Hands” again just in case!   ☺ 

 

No new mosses or lichens have been reported. 

 

Lyonshall Weather in March 

 

March 2020 has been a month of “three Halves”!  Before ‘The Vernal Equinox’ {The ‘Spring 

Solstice’ as some would have it} it was very unexciting, a bit wet and warmer than we might 

have expected. The word that comes to mind is “unexciting”!   We had a few Sunny days 

then ‘Sleet’, Sun, Showers, Wind and Rain!  Then SPRING arrived on the 20th March and we 

had SUNSHINE, some cold breezes but then a dry ten days to round the month off !   

 



 

     
 

Events: 

As all our readers will understand, no events have been scheduled for the near future. We 

will hope to let everyone know as soon as The Wildlife Trust or ‘Curl Brook’ meetings and 

other events in which readers might be interested are back on our rural calendar. 

 

Nature Survives! 

Oh, how I wish people addressing the public would choose their words carefully!  In the 

presence of a ‘Pandemic’, we have been asked to “Stay at home”, which is bad enough but 

acceptable because we all understand the reason. Then, at the end of March, a Government 

spokesman transmuted this to “Stay indoors”, qualifying this with “even if the sun is 

shining”.   Apologies to anyone who heard me shouting at the television!  Outdoors is good 

for you, sunshine is good for you, and even in cities people have been enjoying their 

pocket-handkerchief gardens! Coronaviruses are not distributed by birds and blossom.  So 

why this nation-wide insistence on “indoors”,  other than to prevent thousands from running 

up Snowdon simultaneously?  I don’t usually advocate rebellion but I sincerely hope that, 

here in the wild open spaces of Herefordshire, common sense will prevail and we will get out 

into our gardens or along our many Permissive Footpaths, keeping a safe distance from 

other humans but enjoying the natural world around us. Whether you’re a dog-walker or a 

deck-chair-dozer, a tree-hugger or a twitcher, nature and sunshine will raise your spirits. 

 

And it’s interesting to see who is finding a brighter side to our present restrictions. Sir David 

Attenborough has applauded the improvement in air quality resulting from less aeroplane 

and car emissions; Sir David Hockney has produced “floral postcards of hope”, rejoicing in 

daffodils and the buds on the trees; mimicking Benjamin Franklin’s despondent “...Nothing 

can be said to be certain except death and taxes”, Hockney has said that, accepting that 

death is inevitable, “the only things that matter in life are food and love”. 

 

 

 



But finally, reverting to the theme of a previous paragraph, I have stumbled across a 

quotation from the poet John Milton, a man known for his Puritan unwarranted jollity? NOT : 

 

“In those Vernal seasons of the year, when the air is calm and pleasant, it 

were an injury and sullenness against nature not to go out, and see her 

riches, and partake in her rejoicing with heaven and earth” 
 

Well said Mr Milton [1608-74] !  And it is still true 400+ years on!  Nature and ‘We’ survive! 

 

ALL CONTRIBUTIONS, verbal or photographic, amateur or expert, are gratefully received at 

jcvqa@btinternet.com 

 

Some Pictures that missed the ‘cut’ This Month. 
March 2020. 

 

                              
‘Burgoyne’ made brick @ Lyonshall.                        Crocus and ‘Japonica’. 
 

                                
       So easy to grow from bulbs and so much pleasure given in return.       Crocus & Tulips herald ‘The Spring’.  
 

             
          ‘Marsh Marigolds’ in The Upper Fishpool.             ‘Lesser Celandine’.                          ‘Hellebore’. 
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